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Chloroplast NADP-malate dehydrogenase: structural basis of
light-dependent regulation of activity by thiol oxidation 
and reduction
Paul D Carr1*, Denis Verger1, Anthony R Ashton2 and David L Ollis1
Background: NADP-dependent malate dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.82) is a light-
activated chloroplast enzyme that functions in the C4 pathway of
photosynthesis. The light regulation is believed to be mediated in vivo by
thioredoxin-catalyzed reduction and re-oxidation of cystine residues. The rates
of reversible activation and inactivation of the enzyme are strongly influenced by
the coenzyme substrates that seem to ultimately determine the steady-state
extent of activation in vivo.
Results: The X-ray structure of the inactive, oxidized enzyme was determined at
2.8 Å resolution. The core structure is homologous to NAD-dependent malate
dehydrogenases. Two surface-exposed and thioredoxin-accessible disulfide
bonds are present, one in the N-terminal extension and the other in the 
C-terminal extension. The C-terminal peptide of the inactive, oxidized enzyme is
constrained by its disulfide bond to fold into the active site over NADP+,
hydrogen bonding to the catalytic His225 as well as obstructing access of the
C4 acid substrate. Two loops flanking the active site, termed the Arg2 and Trp
loops, that contain the C4 acid substrate binding residues are prevented from
closing by the C-terminal extension.
Conclusions: The structure explains the role of the C-terminal extension in
inhibiting activity. The negative C terminus will interact more strongly with the
positively charged nicotinamide of NADP+ than NADPH, explaining why the
coenzyme-binding affinities of the enzyme differ so markedly from those of all
other homologous α-hydroxy acid dehydrogenases. NADP+ may also slow
dissociation of the C terminus upon reduction, providing a mechanism for the
inhibition of activation by NADP+ but not NADPH.
Introduction
NADP-malate dehydrogenase (NADP-MDH; EC 1.1.1.82)
is one of a number of chloroplast enzymes that undergo
rapid, reversible light activation [1,2]. The activity of
NADP-MDH can be increased about 100-fold within
30 seconds of illumination at high light intensities [3,4];
the activity decreases about 100-fold after the onset of
darkness. The light activation of NADP-MDH in the C4
plant Flaveria bidentis is dynamic and varies rapidly with
changing light intensity [4]. The light activation occurs via
a series of redox processes that can be mimicked in vitro
by incubating the extract from a darkened leaf with thiol
reducing agents such as dithiothreitol (DTT) or reduced
thioredoxin. The purified enzyme retains regulatory prop-
erties that are consistent with the light activation of the
enzyme seen in vivo. When the enzyme is purified from
darkened leaves in the absence of thiol reducing agents it
is almost inactive. It can be activated 20,000-fold or more
by incubation with disulfide reducing agents, slowly by
DTT but much faster with reduced thioredoxin [5].
The signal-transduction pathway for the redox regulation
of NADP-MDH is shown in Figure 1. Oxidized thiore-
doxin can rapidly oxidize and inactivate NADP-MDH in
vitro [6] and it is likely that thioredoxin is the immediate
oxidant of NADP-MDH and other light-regulated enzymes
in vivo, although molecular oxygen is probably the ulti-
mate electron acceptor in darkened leaves.
The thioredoxin-mediated redox regulation of NADP-
MDH is subject to further control by its coenzyme sub-
strates NADPH and NADP+. Both the in vitro reduc-
tion and oxidation of NADP-MDH are inhibited by the
product NADP+, whereas the NADPH substrate has no
direct effect on the redox interconversion of NADP-
MDH but can indirectly influence the interconversion
by occupying the coenzyme-binding site, thus preventing
the inhibitory NADP+ from binding [7]. The coenzyme-
binding properties of oxidized and reduced maize NADP-
MDH differ dramatically from each other and from the
homologous NAD-MDH. Oxidized, inactive NADP-MDH
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binds NADP+ very tightly (KD ~3 µM) but binds NADPH
~100-fold more weakly (KD 250 µM) [7]. After reduction,
the enzyme binds both coenzymes equally well [7]. By
contrast, NAD-malate dehydrogenases (NAD-MDH) and
other homologous α-hydroxy acid dehydrogenases bind
NADH many hundred-fold more tightly than NAD+
(KD NAD+ and NADH ~900 and 1 µM, respectively [8]).
The result of this redox regulation of NADP-MDH,
summarized in Figure 1, is that the activation state of the
enzyme reflects multiple, partly independent, inputs deriv-
ing from the redox state of the chloroplast, namely thiore-
doxin, NADPH and NADP+. This synergistic regulation
may account for the 100-fold activation of the enzyme
that occurs in vivo upon illumination. In the C4 mesophyll
chloroplast, the net result of the kinetic and regulatory
properties of NADP-MDH is that the enzyme only func-
tions at high NADPH and necessarily low NADP+ concen-
trations [4,9,10]. In contrast, NAD-MDH functions in cellu-
lar compartments where the NADH/NAD ratio is very low
and the affinities for NADH and NAD+ reflect this need.
Although NADP-MDHs from both C3 and C4 plants have
been studied and are homologous to the NAD-MDHs, the
enzymes from the C4 monocotyledonous plants maize and
sorghum have been studied most extensively [11,12]. The
sequence homology is restricted to a core of 325 amino
acids. The sequences of the plant proteins are longer at
both the N and C termini by ~40 and ~16 amino acids,
respectively [13]. NAD-MDH is ubiquitous and has been
well characterized from many organisms, including plants,
but unlike the chloroplast enzyme, these enzymes are not
redox-regulated and have no conserved cysteine residues
that could potentially participate in redox regulation.
Crystal structures have been determined for NAD-MDH
from pig cytoplasm and mitochondria as well as the bacte-
ria Escherichia coli and Thermus flavus [14,15].
All NADP-MDH sequences contain eight conserved cys-
teine residues, some of which are responsible for the
redox regulation of the enzyme. Both the N- and C-ter-
minal extensions contain two cysteine residues and the
catalytic core contains the other four cysteines. The con-
served core cysteines are not conserved in NAD-MDHs
and are thus not essential for catalysis. The structure of
maize NADP-MDH based on homology modeling and
knowledge of some regulatory properties of the enzyme
predicted that a disulfide at the C terminus could direct
the C-terminal extension into the active site and explain
some of the unusual properties of NADP-MDH [16].
All of the cysteine residues of NADP-MDH have been
individually removed by site-directed mutagenesis and
none is essential for catalysis. Studies of recombinant site-
directed mutants of NADP-MDH provide strong evi-
dence that the disulfide bonds that regulate enzyme
activity are at the N and C termini (summarized in [11])
and confirm the predictions of Jackson et al. [16]. Reduc-
tive activation of NADP-MDH from maize requires the
reduction of two disulfide bonds per subunit [17]. These
two disulfides have different redox properties [18]. Reduc-
tion of the first disulfide with 2-mercaptoethanol does not
lead to activation but increases the rate of reduction of the
second disulfide by DTT and/or thioredoxin, which
results in enzyme activation [18].
The use of disulfide-bond formation to regulate enzyme
function is unique to chloroplasts. Usually proteins that
contain disulfide bonds are extracellular or exist in oxidiz-
ing cellular compartments of the secretory pathways, such
as the periplasmic space in bacteria, or the endoplasmic
reticulum and beyond in eukaryotic cells. As the gluta-
thione-redox status of the chloroplast stroma [19,20], even
in the dark, is comparable to that of the cytoplasm, namely
> 90–95% reduced, these light-regulated enzymes are
unique in that they appear to contain disulfide bonds in a
reducing cellular environment.
We have crystallized NADP-MDH from the C4 plant
F. bidentis [21] and report here the structure of the oxi-
dized, inactive form containing the coenzyme NADP+ at a
resolution of 2.8 Å.
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Figure 1
Pathway and regulation of activation and inactivation of NADP-MDH
with respect to photosynthesis. Although the reduction of NADP-
MDH by thioredoxin is reversible, the two reactions are shown
separately for simplicity. NADP+ inhibits both activation and
inactivation whereas NADPH has no effect alone, but does reverse
the inhibition of NADP+. The size of the arrows indicating NADP+
inhibition and NADPH reversal of the inhibition are an indication of
the relative effectiveness of these molecules and reflect the KD
values (see text) of the active and inactive NADP-MDH for NADP+
and NADPH. The steady-state activation of the enzyme will reflect
the demand of CO2 fixation for ferredoxin and NADPH. These
multiple inputs of NADP(H) as a competing electron acceptor and
modifier of activation and inactivation rates should have a major
influence on the activation state of NADP-MDH.
Light
Photosystem I 
Ferredoxinred NADPH CO2 fixation 
Thioredoxinred
MDHox
(inactive)
Thioredoxinox MDHred
MDHred
(active)
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Structure
Results 
As other MDH structures are available and have been
described in great detail [14,15,22], the present descrip-
tion will focus on those aspects of the NADP-MDH struc-
ture that distinguish it from these enzymes. The structure
of the chloroplast enzyme is homologous to that of NAD-
dependant malate and lactate dehydrogenases (LDH) and
both enzymes undergo structural changes upon substrate
binding. To facilitate structural comparisons, the naming
of secondary structure elements will be the same as those
given to porcine NAD-MDH [22] following the conven-
tion of Rossmann et al. [23]. Unless otherwise stated, the
numbering of amino acids will be that of the mature F.
bidentis NADP-MDH (Figure 2).
Quality of the refined structure
The structure of NADP-MDH from F. bidentis was deter-
mined from a combination of molecular replacement and
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Figure 2
Structure-based sequence alignment of MDHs.
The amino acid sequence of NAD-MDH from
pig cytoplasm (PDB code 4mdh), T. flavus
(1bmd) and six chloroplast NADP-MDHs: 
F. bidentis (Swiss-Prot: MDHC_FLABI),
Mesembryanthemum crystallinum or Ice plant
(MDHC_MESCR), pea (MDHC_PEA), spinach
(MDHC_SPIOL), sorghum (MDHC_SORVU)
and maize (MDHC_MAIZE) are aligned. The
sequence numbering above the rows refers to
F. bidentis NADP-MDH, whereas the numbers
at the end of each row refer to the individual
sequences. The numbering for the NAD-MDHs
follows the numbering in the respective PDB
entries. Secondary structure assignments for
the F. bidentis structure are shown above the
top row: α helices are shown in red and 
β strands are in light green. The conserved
cysteines of NADP-MDH are shown in yellow.
Gly80 and Trp272, which are present in the
chloroplast sequence and absent from NAD-
MDHs and discussed in the text, are shown in
red. The pig NAD-MDH residues highlighted in
green are those that are absolutely conserved
in the NADP-MDH sequences but differ in
either of the two NAD-MDH sequences. Active-
site and substrate-binding residues are
highlighted in blue. The bottom row shows, in
magenta, the amino acid residues that are
identical in all eight sequences.
                       N-terminal extension                     βA            αB
                                                                .......    ............
           1                           20                    40                    60
Flaveria   SVTSSDQIQA PL.......P AKQKPECFGV FCLTYDLKAE EETKSWKKII NVAVSGAAGM ISNHLLFKLA :63
Pig cyto                                                    MSEPI RVLVTGAAGQ IAYSLLYSIG :24
T. flavus                                                   MKAPV RVAVTGAAGQ IGYSLLFRIA :24
Ice plant  SV.APNQVQA PV..AVPAEG QTGKPECYGI FCLTYDLKAE EETKTWKKMI TIAVSGAAGM ISNHLLFKLA :67
Pea        SV.APNQVQV P...AAQTQD PKGKPDCYGV FCLTYDLKAE EETKSWKKLI NIAVSGAAGM ISNHLLFKLA :68
Spinach    SL.APNQVQT PV..AVPTGA QSIKPECYGV FCWTYDLKKE EETRSWKKMI TIAISGAAGT ISNHLLFKLA :67
Sorghum    SVDAAKQVQD GVATA...EA PATRKDCFGV FCTTYDLKAE DKTKSWKKLV NIAVSGAAGM ISNHLLFKLA :67
Maize      SVDATKQAQD GVATAVATEA PASRKECFGV FCTTYDLKAE DKTKSWRKLV NVAVSGAAGM ISNHLLFKLA :70
Identical                                                              GAAG  I   LL
                         βB          αC                 βC       αC’      βD
                      ....... ..................     ........  .....     .....
                            80                    100                   120
Flaveria   SGEVFGPDQP ISLKLLGSER SFAALEGVAM ELEDSLYPLL RQVSIGIDPY EIFQDAEWAL LIGAKPRGPG :133
Pig cyto   NGSVFGKDQP IILVLLDITP MMGVLDGVLM ELQDCALPLL KDVIATDKEE IAFKDLDVAI LVGSMPRRDG :94
T. flavus  AGEMLGKDQP VILQLLEIPQ AMKALEGVVM ELEDCAFPLL AGLEATDDPD VAFKDADYAL LVGAAPRKAG :94
Ice plant  SGEVFGPDQP IALKLLGSER SFNALEGVAM ELEDSLYPLL RAVSIGIDPY DIFQDAEWAL LIGAKPRGPG :137
Pea        SGEVFGPDQP IALKLLGSER SIQALEGVAM ELEDSLFPLL REVVISIDPY EVFQDAEWAL LIGAKPRGPG :136
Spinach    SGVVFGPDQP IALKLLGSEK SFHALEGVAM ELEDSLYPLL REVSIGIDPY EVFEDAEWAL LIGAKPRGPG :137
Sorghum    SGEVFGQDQP IALKLLGSER SFQALEGVAM ELEDSLYPLL REVSIGIDPY EVFEDVDWAL LIGAKPRGPG :137
Maize      SGEVFGQDQP IALKLLGSER SFQALEGVAM ELEDSLYPLL REVSIGIDPY VVFQDVDWAL LIGAKPRGPG :140
Identical   G   G DQP   L LL         L GV M EL D   PLL              F D   A  L G  PR  G
                       αDE                 βE        α1F             α1F’βF      α2F
             ........................     .....    ...........       ......   .........
                 140                   160                  180                   200
Flaveria   MERADLLDIN GQIFAEQGKA LNAVASPNVK VMVVGNPCNT NALICLKNAP NIPPKNFHAL TRLDENRAKC :203
Pig cyto   MERKDLLKAN VKIFKCQGAA LDKYAKKSVK VIVVGNPANT NCLTASKSAP SIPKENFSCL TRLDHNRAKA :164
T. flavus  MERRDLLQVN GKIFTEQGRA LAEVAKKDVK VLVVGNPANT NALIAYKNAP GLNPRNFTAM TRLDHNRAKA :164
Ice plant  MERADLLDIN GQIFAEQGKA LNAVASRNVK VIVVGNPCNT NALICLKNAP NIPAKNFHGL TRLDENRAKC :207
Pea        VERAALLDIN GQIFAEQGKA LNAVASRNAK VIVVGNPCNT NALICLKNAP NIPAKNFHAL TRLDENRAKC :206
Spinach    MERADLLDIN GKIYAEQGKA LNAVASPNVK VIVVGNPCNT NALICLKNPP NIPAKNFHSL TRLDENRAKC :207
Sorghum    MERAALLDIN GQIFADQGKA LNAVASKNVK VLVVGNPCNT NALICLKNPP HIPAKNFHAL TRLDENRAKC :207
Maize      MERAALLDIN GQIFADQGKA LNAVASRNDE VLVVGNPCNT NALICLKNAP NIPAKNFHAL TRLDENRAKC :210
Identical   ER  LL  N   I   QG A L   A      V VVGNP NT N L   K  P      NF    TRLD NRAK
             α2F          βG           βH      βH’             α2G
           ......       ........       ...     ..       ....     ......................
                            220                        240                   260
Flaveria   QLALKAGVFY DKVSNVTIWG NHSTTQVPDF LNAKIH.... GIPVTEVIRD RKWLEDEFTN MVQTRGGVLI :269
Pig cyto   QIALKLGVTS  DDVKNVIIWG NHSSTQYPDV NHAKVKLQAK EVGVYEAVKD DSWLKGEFIT TVQQRGAAVI :234
T. flavus  QLAKKTGTGV DRIRRMTVWG NHSSTMFPDL FHAEVD.... GRPALELV.D MEWYEKVFIP TVAQRGAAII :234
Ice plant  QLALKAGVFY DKVSNMTIWG NHSTTQVPDF LNAKID.... GLPVKTVIKD HKWLEEEFTV MIQKRGGALI :273
Pea        QLALKAGVFY DKVSNMTIWG NHSTTQVPDF LNARID.... GLPVKEVIKD NKWLEEEFTE KVQKRGGVLI :272
Spinach    QLALKAGVFY DKVSNVTIWG NHSTTQVPDF VNAQIG.... GVPVKEVIKA QKWLEEEFTE KVRKRGGVLI :273
Sorghum    QLALKAGVFY DKVSNVTIWG NHSTTQVPDF LNAKID.... GRPVKEVIKD TKWLEEEFTI TVQKRGGALI :273
Maize      QLALKAGVFY DKVSNVTIWG NHSTTQVPDF LNAKID.... GRPVKEVIKD TKWLEEEFTL TVQKRGGVLI :276
Identical  Q ALK GV   D       WG NHS T  PD    A                     W    F       RG   I
          α2G            α3G                   βK                  βL           βM
           .      ..................         ......             ..........      ..
                      280                   300                   320
Flaveria   KKWGRSSAAS TAVSIVDAIR SLVTPTPEGD WFSTGVYTNG NPYGIAEDIV FSMPCRSKGD GDYEFVKDVI :339
Pig cyto   KARKLSSAMS AAKAICDHVR  DIWFGTPEGE FVSMGIISDG NSYGVPDDLL YSFPVTIK.D KTWKIVEGLP :303
T.flavus   QARGASSAAS AANAAIEHIR  DWALGTPEGD WVSMAVPSQG E.YGIPEGIV YSFPVTAK.D GAYRVVEGLE :303
Ice plant  QKWGRSSAAS TAVSIADAIK SLVTPTPEGD WFSSAVYTNG NPYGIAEDLV FSMPCRSKGD GDYELVKDVV :343
Pea        QKWGRSSAAS TSVSIVDAIR SLITPTPEGD WFSSGVYTNG NPYGIAEDIV FSMPCRSKGD GDYELVNDVI :342
Spinach    QKWGRSSAAS TAVSIVDAIN PLITPTPPGD WFPSGVYTNG NPYGIAEDLI YSMPCRSKGD GDYELVKDVI :343
Sorghum    QKWGRSSAAS TAVSIADAIK SLVTPTPEGD WFSTGVYTTG NPYGIAEDIV FSMPCRSKGD GDYELATDVS :343
Maize      QKWGRSSAAS TAVSIVDAIR SLVTPTPEGD WFSTGVYTTG NPYGIAEDIV FSMPCRSKGD GDYELASDVL :346
Identical      
 SSA S                 TP G           G   YG        S P   K D
                         αH              C-terminal extension
             ...........................
           340                   360                    380
Flaveria   FDDYLSKKIK KSEDELLAEK KCVAHLTGEG IAVCDLPE.D TMLPGEM* :385
Pig cyto   INDFSREKMD LTAKELAEEK ETAFEFLSSA *                   :333
T. flavus  INEFARKRME ITAQELLDEM EQVKALGLI*                     :332
Ice plant  FDDYLRQRIK KSEEELLAEK RCTAHLTGEG VAVCDLPAGD TMLPGEM* :390
Pea        FDDYLRQKLA KTEAELLAEK KCVAHLTGEG IAVCDLP.GD TMLPGEM* :388
Spinach    FDDYLRKRIK TSEEELLAEK RCTAHLTGEG IAVCDLPAGD TMLPGEM* :390
Sorghum    MDDFLWERIK KSEAELLAEK KCVAHLTGEG NAYCDVPE.D TMLPGEV* :389
Maize      MDDFLWERIK KSEAELLAEK KCVAHLTGEG NAFCDLPE.D TMLPGEV* :392
Identical                 EL  E                                      Structure
single isomorphous replacement with anomalous scatter-
ing (SIRAS) and refined against 2.8 Å data. The refined
model includes 2805 non-hydrogen protein atoms from
the 374 amino acid residues that form a single subunit.
The model also includes all 48 non-hydrogen atoms of the
cofactor NADP+, and 106 water molecules. The final
model had an R factor of 20.5% when compared to 4σ data
between 15.0 and 2.8 Å, and an Rfree of 28.4%. The Rfree
was calculated from 5% of data not included in the refine-
ment. No electron density was observed for the first 11
residues at the N terminus. The following residues (16,
17, 19, 28, 30, 31, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 83, 130, 215, 270
and 327) have been truncated to Cβ. All other residues
were built with sidechains that corresponded to the pub-
lished sequence (Figure 2, Trevanion, SJ & ARA, unpub-
lished results; Accession number L40958).
The mainchain density is broken for residues 30–34. The
model had a root mean square deviation (rmsd) from ideal
stereochemistry of 0.009 Å for bond lengths and 1.743°
for bond angles. The model was checked for stereochem-
ical correctness using the programs PROCHECK and
WHAT_CHECK [24,25]. All stereochemical parameters
were flagged as either within normal limits or better for a
structure at this resolution. The mean temperature factor,
B factor, for all non-hydrogen protein atoms is 27.2 Å2 with
a standard deviation of 22.2 Å2 (25.2 Å2 for mainchain
atoms, 30.0 Å2 for sidechain atoms). The mean tempera-
ture factor for the non-hydrogen atoms of the cofactor is
70.5 Å2. These high B factors for NADP+ are probably due
to partial occupancy rather than mobility of the cofactor
atoms. NADP+ was not added to the protein solution before
crystallization but presumably was carried over from the
purification. Figure 3 shows the variation of temperature
factors as a function of residue number. There are four
regions in the protein with noticeably high temperature
factors. These include both the N and C termini with the
exception of the N-terminal regulatory disulfide, the
regions around Trp272, and the Arg2 loop region (residues
128–143). This loop region is one of two loops that we
suggest may undergo a conformational change when the
C-terminal extension binds in the active site. Figure 4
shows a section of electron density superimposed on our
model. The structure around Trp272 is problematic.
Although the electron density for Lys271 and Arg274 is
unequivocal, the density for Trp272 is weaker and less
emphatic. The temperature factors for this residue are con-
comitantly high. To ensure that the structure was correct, a
series of simulated-annealing refinements were followed
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Figure 3
Graph of the Cα temperature factors, B factors, in Å2 as a function of
residue number. Regions of β sheet are indicated in yellow and regions
of α helix are in red.
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Figure 4
The 2Fo–Fc electron density superimposed on the final model. The
map is contoured at 1.5σ. The native to derivative Riso = 24% (15.0 to
3.0 Å) for four sites as follows: Site 1: x,y,z (fractional) = 0.042, 0.495,
0.028, Occupancy = 0.80. Site 2: x,y,z (fractional) = 0.567, 0.427,
0.079, Occupancy = 0.94. Site 3: x,y,z (fractional) = 0.381, 0.488,
0.113, Occupancy = 0.26. Site 4: x,y,z (fractional) = 0.894, 0.428,
0.127, Occupancy = 0.07. Rcullis = 0.65 (centric 601 reflections), 0.72
(acentric 10,252 reflections). Phasing power = 1.25 (centric), 1.66
(acentric). Figure of merit = 0.55 (centric), 0.33 (acentric). Carbon
atoms are shown in green, oxygen atoms in red and nitrogen in blue.       
by OMIT-map calculations. Some residual positive Fo–Fc
density was observed on the inner, non-solvent, side of
the loop. An alternative conformation of Trp272 was built
into this density. Refinements were carried out with each
of the alternate conformations individually and also by co-
refining them. Although the latter resulted in a drop in
Rfree of 0.1%, the resulting difference density did not look
convincing and it was concluded that at this resolution the
refinement of two conformations for this residue was not
justified. It was possible to model a solvent molecule that
formed hydrogen bonds with Lys271 O, Trp272 O, Arg274
CG, and Arg274 NE into this density. The geometry of
such bonds were not tetrahedral and Fo–Fc maps showed
some residual positive density contiguous to the solvent
molecule. It is probable that there is more than one con-
formation for Trp272.
Description of the structure
The X-ray structure shows that the molecule is a homo-
dimer of two identical subunits. Each subunit consists of
two domains. Domain I contains the N-terminal extension
(residues 1–39) plus a classic dinucleotide-binding motif
or ‘Rossmann fold’ (40–193). Domain II (194–360) con-
tains the catalytic domain as well as the C-terminal exten-
sion (361–385). Disulfide bonds are observed between
residues Cys20 and Cys25 in the N-terminal extension,
and between residues Cys361 in the final helix αH and
Cys373 in the C-terminal extension.
The core NADP-MDH sequence (40–368) is 45% and
49% identical to NAD-MDH from porcine cytoplasm
(PDB entry 4mdh, [22]) and T. flavus (1bmd, [26]), which
in turn are 57% identical to each other. A three-way com-
parison using these structures provides a powerful means
to interpret the significance of the structure of the inactive
NADP-MDH. Notably, NADP-MDH, although residing
in an organelle, is more distantly related both structurally
and in sequence to NAD-MDHs from pig mitochondria
and E. coli. Figure 5 shows the overall structure of the
dimer including extensions and NADP+. Figure 6 shows
the Cα traces of NADP-MDH and porcine and Thermus
NAD-MDHs overlaid. Clearly, they are very similar and
overlap for the majority of the trace. The rmsd for the core
residues (40–368) is 2.05 Å and 1.34 Å between porcine
or Thermus MDH and NADP-MDH, respectively. The
equivalent rmsd between the two NAD-MDH structures
is 2.21 Å. Apart from the extensions, there are a number of
regions where the two proteins differ significantly and
these will now be summarized.
The overall structure of the first domain is very similar to
that observed in NAD-MDH. The conformation of the
cofactor NADP+ is very similar to that of NAD in NAD-
MDH. Such a conformation of NADP+ is unique and will
be elaborated upon later. Residues 40–82 are similar to
NAD-MDH and constitute the βαβ nucleotide-binding
motif known as the ‘fingerprint’ region in dinucleotide-
binding proteins. The consensus sequence contained
within this glycine-rich fingerprint region is a variant
on that normally observed in dehydrogenases. A more
detailed discussion of this is given below. Residues 83–
102 form a loop connecting the first half of the nucleo-
tide-binding domain to the second helix. In the NADP-
MDH structure this loop is displaced towards NADP+
when compared to both NAD-MDH models. This is
the region that contains the acidic residue (Asp41 in
porcine and Glu41 in Thermus NAD-MDH) that pre-
vents NADP(H) binding, thus making these proteins
NAD(H)-specific. The NADP-MDH protein has a glycine
(Gly80) at the equivalent position, which allows either
NAD(H) or NADP(H) to bind. Residues 103–127 are
similar, in most respects, to NAD-MDH. The two β
strands, βC and βD align very well with porcine MDH,
but the α helix that connects them, αC′, contacts the
N-terminal extension and has moved with respect to the
porcine model. In Thermus MDH the helix is in a
similar position to that found in the chloroplast enzyme.
Residues 128–143 consist of a loop after βD and the first
part of helix αDE. This section of the protein contains
two arginine residues, Arg130 and Arg136, which have
been identified as C4 acid substrate binding residues in
the E. coli NAD-MDH structure (Arg81 and Arg87, [27]).
These residues bind the C4 carboxyl and polarize the
carbonyl group of oxaloacetate, respectively. These two
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Figure 5
View of the structure. The two protein chains are colored blue and
green. The terminal extensions are colored magenta. The NADP
cofactor is colored orange and the regulatory disulfides are in yellow.
The Arg2 loop (residues 128–143) and the Trp loop (260–277) are
shown in white. We propose that these two loops move during the
activation process to allow residues Arg130, Arg136 and Ser276 to
adopt the correct conformations for optimal binding of the C4 acid
substrate. See text for details. This diagram was produced using the
program RIBBONS [62].
residues are conserved in the porcine, E. coli, T. flavus,
and the six known chloroplast NADP-MDH enzymes
(Figure 2). We will refer to this loop between βD and
αDE as the Arg2 loop. Helix αDE starts at Arg136 of
NADP-MDH and the equivalent residue (Arg97) in the
Thermus structure, but begins five residues later (Lys102)
in the porcine structure. This makes the Arg2 loop larger in
the porcine structure. This loop region of α-hydroxy acid
dehydrogenases undergoes large conformational changes
or movements during substrate binding and catalysis
[28,29], and is the region where the greatest differences
are seen between the core structure of the chloroplast
enzyme and the two NAD-MDHs. Residues 144–237 are
similar to NAD-MDH.
The second domain can be divided into two sections. The
first consists of residues 195 at the start of α2F to 294 at
the end of α3G. This peptide contains the catalytic His225
that donates a proton to the carbonyl oxygen of oxalo-
acetate in the conversion of the keto acid to the hydroxy
acid, and in the reverse reaction accepts a proton from the
C3 hydroxyl of malate. Asp197, which is hydrogen bonded
to it, stabilizes the protonated His225 during the catalytic
cycle [14,30]. Also present is Arg200, which is thought to
bind to the C1 carboxyl of the substrate. The positions of
the catalytic and substrate-binding residues are well con-
served. Residues 238–241 form a loop between βH′ and
βH′′. This loop is four residues shorter than the equiva-
lent loop in porcine NAD-MDH (199–206). Like NADP-
MDH, this loop is smaller in LDHs and Thermus NAD-
MDH. This loop is remote from the active site and dimer
interface. Residues 242–259 are similar to NAD-MDH.
Residues 260–277 comprise helix α2G plus a connecting
loop that turns sharply into α3G. It contains the sequence
KWGR (single-letter amino acid code), which is conserved
in all six known NADP-dependent MDH structures
(Figure 2). The conformation of this stretch of polypeptide
is such that the residue Trp272 is kept in a hydrophilic
environment pointing away from the protein and with a
number of charged residues in the vicinity also pointing
out. We will refer to this loop between α2G and α3G as the
Trp loop. This section of the chain also contains the con-
served residue Ser276 (equivalent to Ser241 in porcine
NAD-MDH) that has been implicated in C4 acid substrate
binding [22,27]. The second section of Domain II, from
residue 295 to 368 is very similar to NAD-MDH. The final
helix αH ends at the same position in all three structures.
The porcine and Thermus polypeptides end two residues
later, whereas the chloroplast polypeptide continues for a
further 19 residues.
The N- and C-terminal extensions distinguish the
chloroplast NADP-MDH structure from all other MDHs
There is no secondary structure in either of the exten-
sions, although a short stretch of the N-terminal extension
(17–21) shows distinct β character. No electron-density was
observed for the first 11 residues in our electron-density
maps. Residues 12–16 exist as random coil. Residues 17–21
are in an extended β-like conformation with mainchain
nitrogens and oxygens pointing to the neighboring parallel
strand βC (Figure 2), which forms the end strand on the
central β sheet that spans Domains I and II. Although
residues 17–21 are in a β-like configuration, only one pair
of atoms (Phe21 N and Val106 O) are close enough to
hydrogen bond. There is a disulfide bond formed between
Cys20 and Cys25. The four residues between 20 and 25
form a reverse turn. Residues 21 and 24 are both phenyl-
alanine residues whose sidechains pack against residues in
helix αC. Residues 26–39 exist as a random coil in which
many of the residues exhibit high B factors. The electron
density in parts of this region were poor and it represents
the least reliable section of the model.
The C-terminal extension is composed of residues 368–
385. After the last turn of helix αH, the polypeptide makes
a tight turn, doubling back to form the disulfide bond
between Cys361 and Cys373. The chain then makes a
close approach with the Arg2 loop between βD and αDE.
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Figure 6
Superposition of Cα traces from NADP-MDH (green), porcine (white)
and Thermus (red) NAD-MDH. The terminal extensions of NADP-MDH
are shown in magenta. Only the monomer is shown for clarity in a view
highlighting the regions of maximum differences. The cofactor NADP is
shown in cyan. The C4 acid substrate binds above the cofactor in the
space occupied by the C-terminal extension in this oxidised, inactive
form. The red arrows indicate the direction of the conformational
change that we propose occurs upon reduction to form the optimal
conformation in the active site for activity. The white loop on the right-
hand side is the larger loop at residues 199–206 in the pig structure 
— see text for details. This diagram was produced using the program
RIBBONS [62].
The C-terminal extension then moves further into the
active site. The residues Leu381–Glu384 form a reverse
turn, leaving the sidechain of Glu384 to form hydrogen
bonds with the catalytic His225 and the adjacent Asn169.
The backbone of Pro382 and Gly383 make non-bonded
contact with Gly265 found on α2G. The details of these
interactions along with their relevance to the activation
process will be given in the next section. A prediction of
the structure of the C-terminal extension has been made.
Jackson, Sessions and Holbrook [16] in their excellent
paper have predicted the structure of maize NADP-MDH,
based inter alia on homology modeling. Although the coor-
dinates of this model are not available in the Protein Data-
bank (PDB), it appears that they correctly predict the path
of the C-terminal extension into the active site. The inter-
actions formed by the residues therein differ from those
observed in the structure presented here.
Of the eight conserved cysteines present in chloroplast
NADP-MDH (Figure 2), four participate in the two disul-
fide bonds. Two of the remaining reduced cysteines are
partly exposed to the solvent and are the high-occupancy
mercury-binding sites (Table 1 and below). The sulfur
atom of Cys171 is at the bottom of the NADP(H)-binding
site, whereas Cys203 is at the subunit interface. The other
cysteines are buried. It is not obvious why these four non-
disulphide-forming cysteines are so conserved in chloro-
plast NADP-MDH but absent in NAD-MDH, but possible
roles of Cys171 and Cys203 are discussed below.
Discussion
The present NADP-MDH structure is the first example of
a structure that shows how enzyme activity is regulated by
disulfide-bond reduction and reoxidation. The crystal struc-
ture of another light-activated chloroplast enzyme, fructose-
1,6-bisphosphatase, has been determined [31]; however,
that structure contains no disulfide bonds and was pre-
sumably the active, reduced enzyme and so the structure
reveals little about how oxidation inhibits activity. Chloro-
plast fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase differs from NADP-MDH
in that the oxidized fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase can have
substantial activity in some circumstances [32].
Apart from the two termini, the structure of NADP-MDH
is similar to that of other MDH molecules. One of the most
striking features of the oxidized (inactive) form of the
protein is the way in which the C-terminal extension
doubles back from helix αH pointing into the active site
and interacts with both the catalytic residues and NADP+.
The polypeptide can be thought of as a ‘scorpions tail’
directed into the active site by the disulfide-bond ‘muscle’
that is some 20 Å away. When the disulfide bond is broken,
the contacts in the active site are no longer strong enough
to hold the extension and it dissociates from the active site.
In this oxidized, inactive form the C terminus occupies the
active site and prevents catalysis. The use of a stretch of
polypeptide within an enzyme to regulate its own activity
has been observed in protein kinases and has been termed
intrasteric regulation [33]. Some protein kinases are main-
tained in an inactive state because a region of the kinase
polypeptide is similar to the substrate of the kinase and
acts as a pseudo substrate, binding to the active site of
the enzyme. Relief of this inhibition occurs either when
the protein kinase is activated and self phosphorylates
the inhibitory region, thereby lowering the affinity of the
inhibitory loop for the active site, or the activating mol-
ecule interacts directly with the inhibitory loop.
Other novel aspects of the structure that are discussed
below include the N-terminal extension and its role,
changes that the enzyme may undergo upon reduction of
the disulfide bonds, the conformation of the coenzyme
and possible explanations for the unusual coenzyme-
binding properties of the enzyme, the unusually low reac-
tivity of the disulfide bonds and how this seems to be
intimately related to the regulation of activation status of
the enzyme in vivo.
C-terminal extension interacts with a number of residues in
the active site
From our structure of NADP-MDH, it is clear that the
C-terminal extension is the primary element responsible
for the inhibition of the enzyme. Figure 7 shows the posi-
tion of the C-terminal extension on a surface representa-
tion of the protein and its position with respect to NADP+.
In its active form, the active site of NADP-MDH binds a
substrate with two carboxylate residues while the inhibitory
C-terminal peptide places two carboxylate groups in the
active site: the C-terminal carboxylate and the sidechain
of Glu384. The two carboxylate residues form hydrogen
bonds; the terminal carboxylate makes a hydrogen bond
with the backbone amide of Arg130 and the OE1 of
Glu384 forms a hydrogen bond with the amide nitrogen of
Asn169 while its OE2 forms hydrogen bonds with the
NE2 of the catalytic His225. The two acid groups are
both close to the positively charged nicotinamide ring of
NADP+. The sidechain of the final residue, Met385, is
placed to sterically block the nicotinamide half of NADP+.
The proximity of these negatively charged acids explains
the tighter binding of NADP+ compared to the neutral
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Table 1
Data collection statistics.
Native* Derivative
Resolution range (Å) 19.8–2.8 15.0–3.0
Number of observed reflections 38,553 43,175
Number of unique reflections 20,335 11,118
Completeness (%) 98.3 67.3
Rmerge 13.2 10.5
*Combined dataset from conventional source and synchrotron dataset.
nicotinamide ring of NADPH. Upon reduction, the C ter-
minus will not be so constrained and NADP+ will not
be able to utilize Glu384 and the C terminus to enhance
binding compared to NADPH. As explained below, this
increased affinity of the oxidized enzyme for NADP+ is
intimately related to the inhibition of reductive activation
of the oxidized enzyme by NADP+.
Glu384 is the last residue of a reverse turn with a back-
bone hydrogen bond with Leu381. The two internal
residues of this reverse turn, Pro382 and Gly383, make
non-bonded contact with glycines 265 and 266, which are
situated on α2G. This interaction is probably the cause of
a significant difference between the NADP-MDH and
the NAD-MDH structures, as shown in Figures 5 and 6.
The effect of the movement is to displace Ser276, so that
it could not bind substrate. Residues of the reverse turn,
Pro382 and Gly383, block access of Arg200 to the active
site. The guanidinium group of Arg200 is hydrogen-
bonded to three buried water molecules. The last four
residues of the C terminus essentially block most of the
key catalytic and some of the substrate-binding residues.
Access to the active site is denied by the sidechain of
Met380. Other residues in the C-terminal extension tie
down Arg136. As already mentioned, Arg136 and other
residues are in the Arg2 loop that differs quite significantly
from that found in the porcine MDH structure. Arg130 is
thought to participate in catalysis by binding to the C4 car-
boxylate of the substrate. Its sidechain is disordered while
the guanidinium group of Arg136 is buried by the C-ter-
minal extension and the sidechain of Glu358. The surface
of the protein near to the active site is covered by nega-
tively charged acids. Both the sidechains of Glu377 and
Asp378 point towards the solution and form a line across
the surface with the sidechains Glu354 on αH as well as
Glu135 and Asp138 that are found on the Arg2 loop. These
negatively charged groups are ideally placed to repel the
substrate. This charge distribution appears to be ideal for
shutting down catalysis, but the juxtaposition of like
charges is unstable, a factor that may be important for the
activation process.
Role of the N-terminal extension
Although both disulfides need to be reduced to activate
NADP-MDH, it is not obvious from our model how the
N-terminal disulfide and extension is involved in the inac-
tivation of the enzyme. In fact, the structure shows that
the portions of the N terminus that can be seen are quite
removed from the active-site. The overall similarity of the
core of the oxidized, inactive NADP-MDH and the active
NAD-MDH structures suggest that there is not a confor-
mational change transmitted through the framework of the
enzyme upon reduction of the N-terminal disulfide, rather
a direct interaction of the N-terminal extension with the
active-site region is more likely. However, the former
possibility cannot be entirely ruled out considering the
present resolution of the structure. The structural data
indicate that the N-terminal extension does not form a
stable conformation. There is no density in our maps for
the first 11 residues, but the visible residues of the N ter-
minus before the Cys20–Cys25 disulfide wind over the
surface of the molecule towards the adenosine end of the
active site of the same subunit. These first 11 residues
could easily reach to and obstruct the active site. Bearing
in mind the fact that we have crystallized the enzyme in
the presence of NADP+, which would stabilize the binding
of the C-terminal extension, it is conceivable that in the
absence of NADP+ the C terminus may not bind as tightly
to the active site and its temporary dissociation or reduc-
tion would allow the disordered N terminus to bind in
the active site. Notably the F. bidentis NADP-MDH has
the shortest N-terminal extension of all the chloroplast
enzymes (Figure 2) by three to seven residues, so the N ter-
minus of other enzymes will also be able to reach the
active site. Although the overall sequences of the N-ter-
minal extensions are not highly conserved, the first ten
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Figure 7
A surface charge diagram of the protein
showing the C-terminal extension. (a) The
entire monomer and (b) a close up of the
active site/cofactor-binding region are shown.
The NADP cofactor is shown in yellow. This
diagram was produced using the program
GRASP [63].
amino acids, SV/LX3/4QX and QXP/G (single-letter code
where X is any amino acid and X3/4 represents 3 or 4 amino
acids), are more conserved. This may be because this
region interacts with the active site, whereas the interior
part of the extension need be less conserved. It is note-
worthy that mutants of the sorghum and pea enzyme
lacking the C-terminal disulfide show some catalytic activ-
ity that exhibits a high KM for oxaloacetate [11,34], sug-
gesting that the oxidized N terminus may alter but not
completely obstruct the substrate-binding site — perhaps
by preventing the Arg2 loop and the Trp loop from closing
sufficiently. The ability of either disulfide-constrained
terminus to bind to the active site when the other tem-
porarily dissociates by such a flip-flop or alternate intra-
steric mechanism, would enable the activity of the oxi-
dized enzyme to be powerfully suppressed.
Structural changes initiated by reduction of the C-terminal
disulfide
LDH undergoes a conformational change on forming the
ternary complex and before catalysis that involves closure
of the loop between βD and αD over the active site
[28,29]. The equivalent loop of MDHs (the Arg2 loop)
includes the two arginines (Arg130 and Arg136) involved in
binding the C4 acid substrate. The position of the Arg2 loop
differs markedly between the two NAD-MDH structures.
Although both structures contain bound NAD+, the Arg2
loop is largely closed in the porcine structure but open in
the Thermus structure. The Arg2 loop in the chloroplast
enzyme structure is more like the loop in the Thermus
structure than in the porcine structure. Clearly the oxidized
C terminus prevents the Arg2 loop from closing. The con-
version of the protein from an inactive to an active confor-
mation is facilitated by a number of factors. The juxtaposi-
tion of negative charges on the surface along with the close
approach of submerged like positive charges will push the
C terminus out of the active site so that the Arg2 loop
between βD and αDE will be able to return to its active
conformation with Glu135 and Asp138 pointing away from
the active site. Nevertheless, while reduction of the C-ter-
minal disulfide and dissociation of the extension from the
active site will enable the Arg2 loop to close, whether the
loop of reduced enzyme retains the open conformation like
that of Thermus or the more closed conformation of the
porcine enzyme is not obvious, although it must close tran-
siently during the catalytic cycle. 
On the other side of the active-site groove sits the Trp loop
connecting α2G and α3G. This does not move in NAD-
MDH or LDH, but is displaced further away from the
active site in NADP-MDH compared to both NAD-MDHs.
This loop containing Ser276 (another putative substrate-
binding residue) should be able to move closer to the active
site when the C-terminal extension dissociates after reduc-
tion. The Trp loop contains the strikingly exposed and con-
served Trp272 residue. Upon reduction, the movement of
the Trp loop may be accompanied by burial of the indole
sidechain, a process that could energetically favor loop
movement. In addition, or alternatively, the Trp272 side-
chain and the adjacent, exposed sidechains of Lys271 and
Arg274 may constitute a binding site for interaction with
another protein. In this respect it is notable that a small
polypeptide of 75 amino acids, CP12, binds to two other
light-activated chloroplast enzymes, NADP-glyceralde-
hyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase and ribulose-5-phosphate
kinase and seems to alter their rates of redox interconver-
sion [35]. Differential binding of such a molecule to oxi-
dized (exposed Trp272) NADP-MDH and reduced (buried
Trp272) enzyme would be the basis of further regulation of
the activation status of NADP-MDH.
The regulatory disulfide bonds
The thiol redox potential of the chloroplast stroma is com-
parable to that of the cytoplasm even in the dark [19,20].
The light-regulated chloroplast enzymes are unique in that
they contain disulfide bonds in a reducing cellular environ-
ment. This is consistent with the estimated redox potential
of –330 mV for the last regulatory disulfide of NADP-MDH
[36], which is more negative than that of thioredoxin
(~–280 mV) and considerably more negative than those of
bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) [37]. In addition,
and perhaps related to the low redox potential, is the obser-
vation that DTT (and other low-Mr thiols) reduce these
enzymes much more slowly than they reduce low-Mr
disulfides such as cysteine [37,38] or even protein disulfides
such as thioredoxin. In fact, a common way of assaying
chloroplast thioredoxins relies on the fact that DTT can
reduce thioredoxin much faster than it can reduce the light-
activated enzymes, so that thioredoxins can catalyze the
DTT-dependent reduction of these enzymes. Thioredoxin
activates F. bidentis NADP-MDH approximately 106 times
faster than a molar equivalent of DTT (Trevanion, SJ &
ARA, unpublished results). Inspection of the model shows
that both regulatory disulfides are located on the outside of
the molecule where they can be readily accessed from the
solvent by both DTT and thioredoxin (Figure 8). The
geometry of the NADP-MDH disulfides are unstrained in
terms of bond lengths, angles and dihedral conformations
when compared to those commonly observed in proteins
[39]. This eliminates the possibility that the low reactiv-
ity might be due to unusual CSSC (disulphide dihedral
Cβ–Sγ–Sγ–Cβ) dihedral-angle conformations such as have
been reported for low-Mr disulfides [40].
The equilibrium constants of protein disulfides vary by a
factor of ~106, as reflected in their redox potentials from
enzymes such as DsbA in bacteria and protein disulfide iso-
merase in eukarotes with E ~–100 mV, which function in
the formation of disulfide bonds in secreted proteins, to
thioredoxin (E ~–280 mV) and NADP-MDH (–330 mV).
The active sites of DsbA and thioredoxin are very similar
yet they differ in reducing ability by ~106. This is probably
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due to a combination of the overall relative stabilities of the
oxidized and reduced forms as well as details of the active
site [41–43]. As there seems to be nothing special about the
environment of the regulatory disulfides of NADP-MDH,
it is likely that their low redox potential reflects the dif-
ferences in conformational stability of the oxidized and
reduced enzyme, as is the case for DsbA and thioredoxin.
Reduction of a disulfide bond by thiol-disulfide exchange
occurs in two steps: first the formation of a mixed disulfide
between reductant and oxidant, followed by a further disul-
fide exchange that could produce products or revert to the
initial reactants. The difference in the rates by which DTT
and thioredoxin activate NADP-MDH may not reflect the
initial reaction but rather the way the mixed disulfide par-
titions between reverting to the initial reacting species or
going on to products. The rate at which the extensions can
change or dissociate from their oxidized conformation may
determine the fate of the mixed disulfide intermediate.
Thioredoxin’s ability to reduce NADP-MDH rapidly may
reflect the possibility that thioredoxin can enhance disso-
ciation of the extension, thereby increasing the proportion
of thiol-disulfide encounters that result in reduction of
the regulatory disulfides, whereas the smaller DTT cannot
enhance dissociation of the extension.
Mutants of the sorghum enzyme with only an N-terminal
disulfide are less dependant on the presence of thiore-
doxin for reductive activation. The data from Figure 3 of
Issakidis et al. [44] indicate that thioredoxin is only 500-
fold better than DTT at reducing the N-terminal disulfide.
This probably reflects the relatively disordered state of
the N terminus and the ease with which the mixed-disul-
fide form of the N terminus can dissociate and drive the
reaction to completion. By contrast, the C terminus is more
firmly bound to the active site and the mixed-disulfide
intermediate may not spontaneously dissociate from the
active site without the assistance of thioredoxin. If the dis-
sociation of the C terminus is rate limiting for complete
reduction of the C-terminal disulfide, then an explanation
for why NADP+, but not NADPH, can inhibit reductive
activation of the enzyme is apparent. The added electro-
static interactions between NADP+, but not NADPH, and
the C-terminal amino acids that were discussed above
should further slow dissociation of the C terminus and
therefore reductive activation. Thus it seems that both the
differing affinities of the oxidized and reduced NADP-
MDH for NADP+ and NADPH, as well as the inhibition
of activation of the enzyme by NADP+ but not NADPH,
seem to have a profound effect on the activation state of
the enzyme in vivo, as discussed in the Introduction. These
are intimately related to one another and are a conse-
quence of the intrasteric regulation of NADP-MDH.
Activation of NADP-MDH frequently, but not always,
follows a biphasic time course [5,7,11,18]. Rieβland and
Jaenicke [34] give a summary of these studies and add
their own evidence for a biphasic activation of the enzyme,
which involves a rapid modulation by the C-terminal exten-
sion followed by a slower rate-limiting conformational
change involving the N-terminal extension in the case of
the enzyme from Pisum sativum. Recently, Ruelland et al.
[45] suggested that reduction of the N-terminal disulfide
might involve an intermediate disulfide isomerization
involving Cys20 and Cys203, which could also explain the
slow phase in activation. Such a reaction pathway would
involve formation of a mixed disulfide between thiore-
doxin and Cys20, releasing free Cys25, followed by attack
of the Cys203 thiolate on the mixed disulfide and release
of reduced thioredoxin. For Cys20–Cys203 to be an inter-
mediate, thioredoxin must then attack the Cys203 SG —
first releasing Cys20 and then Cys203. The F. bidentis
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Figure 8
Cα trace of the protein viewed along
orthogonal directions (a) x and (b) z with
thioredoxin molecules (red) roughly modeled
onto the regulatory disulfide bonds. Although
both chains of the protein are shown, for
clarity only the thioredoxin molecules binding
to the chain colored green are included.
Residue Trp272 is shown in magenta. The
unusual position of this residue is suggestive
of a potential protein–protein interaction site
— see text for details.
NADP-MDH structure shows that Cys203 is accessible to
the solvent and is one of the high-occupancy heavy metal
binding sites, while Cys20 SG is more accessible than
Cys25 SG and is thus most likely to be the initial site of
thioredoxin attack. From our model of the oxidized form of
the enzyme we cannot say whether or not an intermediate
disulfide bond forms between Cys20 and Cys203, but such
a disulfide is unlikely to form within the same subunit
given that they are on opposing sides of the subunit and
separated by about 42 Å. However, the distance between
Cys20 SG and Cys203 SG from the dimer-related subunit
is only 13.7 Å and it is possible to bring the two sulfur
atoms close enough to form a disulfide bond by adjusting a
few torsional angles of the main peptide chain. Such an
intermediate could easily form without movements of other
sections of the molecule other than the N-terminal exten-
sion. A model of the proposed intermediate was made.
Although no attempt was made to position the rest of the
N-terminal extension upon formation of the new disulfide
bond, it was noted that it was pointing in the general direc-
tion of the active site of the other subunit.
Therefore, the structure itself and the apparent mobility
of the N terminus are consistent with the hypothesis put
forward by Ruelland et al. [45], with the important caveat
that the intermediate disulfide is formed between the
subunits. From our structure we can predict that if the
Cys20–Cys203 disulfide is an intermediate in the reduc-
tion pathway, then a covalently linked dimer should be
momentarily detectable during the reductive activation
of NADP-MDH.
Although studies of the properties of the individual disul-
fides in mutants in which the other disulfide has been
disrupted provide valuable information, it should be
emphasized that the results should be interpreted with
caution, as implicit in these studies is the assumption that
disruption of one disulfide will not alter the properties of
the other disulfide. As it is clear that both disulfides influ-
ence the active site, it is likely that conformation of the
active site could in turn influence the properties of the
disulfides. For example, if, as suggested above, the two
termini bind mutually exclusively to the active site but
the C terminus binds preferentially, then C-terminal disul-
fide mutants will allow the N terminus to bind exclusively
in the active site. This could well slow the reactivity of the
N-terminal disulfide of the mutant compared to the wild-
type enzyme, but be of little physiological significance
if the active site of the native enzyme is occupied by
the C terminus and the then relatively disordered N-ter-
minal disulfide is readily reduced. Notably, the in-vivo
light activation of NADP-MDH occurs within a minute,
therefore considerably faster than the limiting conforma-
tional change seen in in-vitro studies [11,44,45]. Although
evidence that the proposed Cys20–Cys203 intermediate
disulfide is formed during the growth of the recombinant
E. coli producing the mutant lacking the Cys25 equivalent
(Cys29 for sorghum) is convincing, it is not clear if the oxi-
dation took place sufficiently rapidly to account for rates
of activation seen in vitro or in vivo.
Without a structure for the enzyme in the reduced state or
structures of mutant enzymes, our hypotheses on the role of
the N-terminal extension remain somewhat speculative,
but they point the way to some interesting future work.
Cofactor conformation and binding
In a recent survey, Carugo and Argos [46] looked at the
conformation of NAD and NADP from all known crystal
structures of proteins containing them. They studied a non-
redundant set of 32 structures from 19 enzymes. Twenty
one entries were NAD complexes and eleven were NADP
complexes. They concluded that these fell into 13 con-
formational clusters, with NADP complexes showing the
greater variation; they had 8 clusters for 11 complexes, com-
pared to 5 clusters for 21 NAD complexes. They did not,
however, find any instances where NAD and NADP com-
plexes fell within the same group. The conformation of the
NADP cofactor in NADP-MDH appeared to us to fall into
the most common NAD cluster. We are very grateful to
Olivero Carugo for re-running his cluster analysis with our
cofactor included (Carugo, O, personal communication).
The results confirm that the NADP+ falls in cluster 1 along
with other malate, lactate, alcohol, formate and D-3-phos-
phoglycerate dehydrogenases. Within this group, the con-
formation is closest to that of NAD-malate dehydrogenase
from the archaebacterium Haloarcula marismortui (PDB
entry 1hlp), although the amino acid sequence identity of
the two proteins is less than 25%. This is the first example
of NADP adopting an NAD-like conformation. Given
that the NADP-dependent MDH is homologous to NAD-
dependent MDH, this may reflect the minimum amino
acid substitution required to alter substrate specificity.
NAD-MDH and LDHs specifically bind NAD in prefer-
ence to NADP because the negatively charged sidechain
(Asp41 or Glu41 in NAD-MDH) occupies the space that
the 2′ phosphate of NADP(H) fills. In all NADP-MDH
sequences this residue is a glycine (Gly80) and is consistent
with the observation that NADP-MDH can also utilize
NAD(H) as substrate [5] (Trevanion, SJ & ARA, unpub-
lished results).
In addition to their specificity for NAD or NADP(H),
NADP-MDH and NAD-MDH have dramatically differ-
ent relative affinities for reduced and oxidized coenzyme,
which probably reflect the roles these enzymes perform in
vivo. In NAD-MDH and LDH, NADH is bound approxi-
mately 1000-times more tightly than NAD+, whereas in the
active, reduced form of NADP-MDH, both NADPH and
NADP+ bind with similar affinities. In the oxidized NADP-
MDH this asymmetry is even more pronounced with
NADP+ now binding ~100-fold more tightly than NADPH.
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Birktoft et al. [22] suggest that the greater affinity of NAD-
MDH and presumably the other α-hydroxy acid dehydro-
genases for the reduced form of the cofactor arises from the
influence of the dipole moment generated by the N termi-
nus of the first helix of the catalytic domain (α2F), which
would introduce a positive charge and discriminate against
NADP+. The nearby helix α1F may also contribute to this
discrimination against the positively charged oxidized coen-
zyme. Why then is there no preference for the reduced
form of the cofactor in the reduced form of the chloroplast
enzyme? Cys171 of NADP-MDH lies at the N terminus of
helix α1F and is adjacent to His225 and the nicotinamide
ring of NADP+. This cysteine is conserved in chloroplast
NADP-MDH and is probably the residue that is responsi-
ble for the profound sensitivity of the active site of NADP-
MDH to thiol alkylating agents [47]. The dipole moment of
an α helix can lower the pKA of a cysteine thiolate occurring
at its N terminus by up to 1.6 pH units [48]. If the pKA of
Cys171 at the N terminus of α1F is lowered, then the thio-
late anion is likely to diminish the discrimination against
NAD(P)+ caused by the positive dipoles of α1F and α2F.
A low pKA of the Cys171 thiolate could also explain the
higher reactivity of this group [5,47]. Mutation of the
Cys171 equivalent of sorghum NADP-MDH to alanine
caused an increase in Kcat/KM of 30% and an increase in KM
NADPH from 40 to 150 µM [49], but the effect on the
affinity of the enzyme for NADP+ was not measured. We
suggest that the dramatic alterations in coenzyme affinity
that are so important for regulation of the enzyme are a con-
sequence of the synergistic effect of at least two indepen-
dent structural changes, the interaction of the C terminus
with NADP+ and the presence of the ionized Cys171 near
the nicotinamide ring. 
Fingerprint region does not conform to consensus motif
It has long been established that sequence motifs can indi-
cate the presence of dinucleotide-binding domains in pro-
teins. These proteins contain a characteristic motif, which is
generally GXGXXG for NAD-dependent enzymes and
GXGXXA for NADP-dependent enzymes [50]. This finger-
print region occurs as part of a 30-residue βαβ motif, where
a sharp turn, facilitated by the invariant glycines, packs the
β strands close to the α helix and allows the close approach
of the N terminal end of the helix to the pyrophosphate of
the cofactor. The proximity of the N terminus of the helix,
with its positive dipole moment, to the negative pyrophos-
phate will enhance binding of the cofactor.
There have been several reviews looking at variations
in the structure of this region in numerous proteins
[46,51–53]. In both the NAD-dependent and NADP-
dependent MDH sequences, this fingerprint contains an
additional alanine residue between the first two invariant
glycines. In NADP-MDH the sequence is GAAGMIS.
There are other examples where an additional alanine is
found in this position in the fingerprint region. These
include quinone oxidoreductase and ζ-crystallin [54]. The
additional alanine does not prevent the close packing of
the βαβ motif but necessitates variations in the hydrogen-
bonding patterns binding the cofactor [46].
Biological implications
The X-ray crystal structure of the oxidized, inactive form
of the light-regulated NADP-dependent malate dehydro-
genase (NADP-MDH) provides us with the first example
of the crystal structure of a covalently regulated plant
enzyme. The structure also illuminates a mechanism of
covalent regulation by disulfide reduction and re-oxida-
tion that may be unique to chloroplasts. Comparison of
the NADP-MDH structure with that of homologous,
but fully active, NAD-dependent malate dehydrogenase
(NAD-MDH) structures shows how the light and redox
regulation of an enzyme is achieved at the molecular level.
NADP-MDH has N- and C-terminal extensions when
compared to the non-regulated NAD-MDHs from all
organisms. These extensions each contain a disulfide
bond. The disulfide bond at the C terminus causes the end
of the polypeptide chain to turn and fold into the active
site, thereby preventing access of the C4 acid substrate,
thus inactivating the enzyme. This C-terminal extension
does not prevent the other substrate NADP(H) from
binding, but it does interact strongly with the oxidized
coenzyme NADP+. This strong interaction with the phys-
iological product of the NADP-MDH reaction, NADP+,
but not the substrate, NADPH, provides the basis for an
explanation of how the extent of light activation of the
enzyme is adjusted according to the prevailing light inten-
sity and photosynthetic rates, increasing at high light
intensities and photosynthetic rates. The interaction of
bound NADP+ with the C terminus may anchor this
extension and slow reductive activation of the enzyme.
The conserved, but not redox active, Cys171 may, by
virtue of its position at the N terminus of a helix close to
the active site, also play a role determining the peculiar
coenzyme affinities of NADP-MDH. The role of the
N-terminal disulfide is less clear, but it may allow the
N-terminal extension to interact with the active site in the
absence of the C-terminal extension.
The proteins present in the reducing compartments of all
cells, which include the cytoplasm, mitochondria, and
chloroplast stroma (in plant cells), contain very few disul-
fide bonds. All characterized proteins with disulfide bonds
are from extracellular compartments or internal compart-
ments in the secretory pathway, such as the endoplasmic
reticulum and beyond or the periplasmic space of bacteria.
The NADP-MDH structure described here has two disul-
fide bonds that are able to form in a reducing cellular envi-
ronment. The geometry and environment of the disulfide
bonds are unexceptional, suggesting that the low redox
potential of these disulfide bonds may be the result of
larger scale conformational tension in the enzyme.
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Materials and methods
Purification and crystallization
NADP-MDH was purified from darkened leaves of F. bidentis and crys-
tallized as described previously [5,21]. The enzyme was eluted from the
dye-affinity column with NADP+. The nucleotide and deduced amino
acid sequences are in the respective databases (EMBL: L40958 and
SwissProt: MDHC_FLABI; Trevanion, SJ & ARA, unpublished results).
The species crystallized is the full-length mature chloroplast enzyme
after cleavage of the transit peptide and begins at residue 79 of the
primary translation product (Trevanion, SJ & ARA, unpublished results),
i.e. Ser1 of the mature enzyme. 
Crystals were grown at 291K in 6 days from a solution of 1.5 M ammo-
nium sulfate, 0.1 M Hepes pH 7.5 and 12% glycerol. Crystals repro-
ducibly grow to a size of 0.4 × 0.38 × 0.35 mm.
Data collection
X-ray data were collected from crystals that had been flash cooled to
100K using the modifications to a RAXIS-II detector described by Carr
et al. [55]. The crystals were protected by a cryobuffer containing 30%
glycerol prior to flash cooling. The X-ray generator was producing
CuKα radiation at a power of 5 kW (50 kV, 100 mA).
The initial structure determination was performed using data from a
crystal that diffracted to 3.5 Å. Subsequent refinements were carried
out using a combined dataset comprised of a conventional and a syn-
chrotron dataset scaled together with reflections to 2.8 Å. Crystallo-
graphic details are given in Table 1.
Structure determination and refinements
The structure was initially determined by molecular replacement using a
monomer of porcine cytoplasmic NAD-dependent malate dehydroge-
nase as a search model (PDB entry 4mdh). The calculations were per-
formed by the program AMoRe [56] as implemented in the CCP4 suite
of programs [57].
The rotation-function searches were carried out within a Patterson
sphere of 26 Å using data in the shell 15–4 Å. The correct solution was
the highest non-origin peak in the map. It had a correlation coefficient
of 11.6. The highest incorrect peak had a correlation coefficient of 9.7.
The translation-function searches were performed with a data shell of
15–3.5 Å. The correct solution had a correlation coefficient of 31.5 and
an R factor of 50.3. The highest incorrect peak had a correlation coeffi-
cient of 17.6 and an R factor of 55.9. The translation-function calcula-
tions also confirmed that the correct enantiomorph of the space group
was P3221. Subsequent rigid-body refinement gave a final solution
with a correlation coefficient of 35.7 and an R factor of 49.5%. The
resulting solution packed well into the unit cell but yielded a rather high
Matthews coefficient of 4.8.
Initial refinements using X-PLOR [58], with the molecular-replacement
solution as a starting model, stalled at an early stage with high R
factors (greater than 0.4). It was thought that this could have been
caused by our model only representing approximately half of the true
cell contents. To eliminate this possibility, we collected X-ray data from
a heavy-atom derivative. This derivative was prepared by soaking a
crystal in 10 mM EMTS (ethylmercuricthiosalicylate) overnight. Data-
collection statistics are given in Table 1. Phasing statistics are given in
the legend to Figure 4. The metal bound to four separate sites on the
molecule and confirmed that the molecular-replacement solution was
correct and no additional protein molecules were present in the cell.
The cause of the stalled refinements was subsequently identified as a
large number of weak and unreliable reflections. To overcome this
problem, a 4σ and minimum Fobs cutoffs were applied to the data. The
minimum Fobs used for the cutoff was 250.0, which compares to the
mean and maximum values of 749.0 and 4657.7. The effect of using
these cutoffs was to reduce the number of unique reflections from
20,335 (Table 1) to 17,473.
Heavy atom binding sites
The refined positions of the mercury-binding sites are given in the
caption to Figure 4. A SIRAS map was calculated and the resulting
map was enhanced by applying solvent flattening and histogram
matching with the program DM [59]. This produced a good quality map
in which most regions of the mainchain could be readily fitted using the
molecular-replacement model as a guide. Phase combination of the
SIRAS and model phases using SIGMAA [60] further improved the
quality of the maps. Successive cycles of positional refinement using X-
PLOR and phase combination with SIGMAA were performed until the
model phases gave superior maps to those obtained by phase combi-
nation. The value of the weight for X-ray terms, WA, was determined as
suggested by Kleywegt and Jones [61]. Simulated-annealing calcula-
tions were run to 5000K for the loop around Trp272.
The chain was traced starting at residue 12, which was the first residue
ordered enough to identify in our electron-density maps. Sidechains
were fitted and were found to be in agreement with the published
sequence. Grouped isotropic B factors were refined. Two B factors per
residue were calculated; one for the mainchain atoms and the other for
the sidechain atoms. In addition to the protein chains, electron density
was observed for the NADP cofactor. This was also built into our
model. Water molecules (131) have been included in the model.
Waters were only modeled where Fo–Fc electron density was in excess
of 3.5σ and where hydrogen bonds formed with good tetrahedral
geometry to protein atoms or other water molecules.
In order to remove model bias, molecular dynamics simulated-annealing
runs were performed using the standard slow-cooling procedures of
X-PLOR. The model structure was heated to a temperature of 3000K
and allowed to cool back to 300K. In addition, five-residue simulated-
annealing OMIT maps were calculated for all residues in the chain.
These maps involved simulations to a temperature of 1000K using the
method of Kleywegt and Jones [61].
The stereochemical quality of our model was checked using the
program PROCHECK and WHAT_CHECK [24,25] and details were
given earlier in the section describing the quality of the model.
Accession numbers
Files containing the coordinates, structure factors, topology and parameter
files have been deposited with the PDB.
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